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C1 ACTIONS
MANIFOLDS

OF COMPACT LIE GROUPS ON COMPACT
ARE C1-EQUIVALENT
By

TO C? ACTIONS.

RICHARD S. PALAIS.*

Introduction. Let C. and C2 be two categories and let F: C,---O#C2
be a weakeningof structure(" forgetful
") functor,i. e. for each pair of
objectsX1 and X2 of C, the map of Morph (X1,2X) to Morph(F(X1),F(X2))
is injective. Let 01 and 02 denotethe equivalenceclasses of objects of C,
and C2 definedby the equivalencerelationsof isomorphisms
in the respective
01- O2 and the questionof whether
categories. Then F induces a map F:
X is injective,surjective,or bijectiveis oftenof interest. For examplefor
O? kc?oo let Mankdenotethe categoryof Ck paracompactmanifoldsand Ck
functor.
maps, and for k > I let FZk: Mank Manzbe the obviousforgetful
A

Then for I 0 Fok: Mank -- Man0 is neithersurjectivenor injective,i.e.
thereexist topologicalmanifoldswhichadmit no Uk structure[3] and there
exist topologicalmanifoldswith non-isomorphicCk structures[5]. However if I> 0 then Flk is always bijective,i.e. every CL manifoldadmits a
compatibleCk structure[10] and if two Ck manifoldsare CL diffeomorphic
theyare Ck diffeomorphic
(the latteris trivialfromstandardapproximation
theorems).
=

forthe categoriesMank(G)
Below we shall provethe analogousstatements
of compact Ok G-manifoldswhere G is a compact Lie group (see ? 1 for
precise definitions). Our main results are summarizedin the following
theorems.
THEOREM

A. Let G be a compactLie group and let M, and M2 be

closed Ck G-manifolds (2 ? k ?0o).

If M1 and M2 are Cl equivariantly

diffeomorphic
(1 ? I < k) then theyare Ck equivariantlydiffeomorphic.In
fact any Cl equivariantmap f: M1-> M2 can be approximatedarbitrarily
well in the Cl topologybya Ck equivariantmap.
THEOREM

B. Let G be a compactLie groupand MOa closedCk G-mani-
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fold 1 ? k ? oo. Then thereis a closed C?? G-manifoldM which
is GF equiu
variantlydiffeomorphic
to Mo.
The followingis a more preciseformof TheoremB.
THEOREM C. Let i be a closed CU manifold,G a compactLie group,
and for1 < k < oo let aVk(G,
M) denotethespace of 0k actionsa: G X M
AI->M
of G on M with the Ck topologyand let Difk(M) denote the group of C",
diffeomorphisms
of M with the Ck topology. Given ao C (k
(G, i) we can
find a C -a
I (G,M) arbitrarilynear a0 in aCk(G,M) and f arbitrarilynear
the identityin Diffk(3) such that af = a0; whereaf Cak (G,M) is defined
by af(g,x) =f-1a (g, fx).

As an immediateconsequenceof TheoremsA and B we have thefollowing
For 0 ? Ic? o let Mank( G) denotethe categoryof closed
Ck G-manifolds
and Ck equivariantmaps, and for 1< 7c let F1k: Mank(G)
Manz(G) denotetheobviousweakeningofstructurefunctor.Then if 1>1
Fzl: Mank(G) ->Manl (G) is bijective.
It is worthremarkingthat forthe case l= 0 the situationis again quite
the oppositeand FOk is in generalneitherinjectivenor surjective. For example
thereexist C? actionsof Z2 on a spherewhichare COequivalentto the linear
reflexionin a line but are not C' equivalentto a linear action [4]. Also
whereasthereare alwaysat mostcountablymanyequivalenceclassesof smooth
actionsof a compactLie group G on a compactsmoothmanifoldM1[8], so
that in fact Mank(G) is always countablefor kI? 1, Z2 or S1 can act in
uncountablymanytopologicallyinequivalentways on S5, and more generally
any non-trivialcompactLie group G can act uncountablymanytopologically
inequivalentways on some Sn [9], so that Mano(G) is always uncountable
and hence Fok is never surjectivefor G74 e.
I would like to thank M. W. Hirsch for a conversationthat was very
helpfulin the preparationof this paper.
THEOREM D.

1. Notation and preliminaries. G will always denote a compactLie
group. A (left) actionof G on a space X is a continuousmap a: G X X -- X
such that the map i: GU->Xx definedby J(g) (x) ==a(g,x) is a homomorphismof G onto the group of homeomorphisms
of X. We call o (g) the
operationof g on X (definedby the action a). A G-spaceis a completely
regularspace X togetherwith a fixedaction ozof G on X and generallywe
write gx for a (g, x). If ATand Y are G-spacesa map f: AT-* Y is called
equivariantif f(gx) =--gf(x). A Frechet G-moduleis a G-space V whichis
15
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a Frechet space (= complete,metrizeable,locally convex,topologicalvector
space) such that each operationof G on V is linear. If in addition V is
finitedimensionalwe call it a linear G-space. In this case by choosingan
arbitraryorthogonalstructurefor V and "averaging it over the group"
(see Theorem1. 1) we can find an orthogonalstructurefor v with respect
to which each operationof G is orthogonal,and with this extra structure
we call V a Euclidean G-space.
By a Ck G-manifold0 ? ks?oo we shall mean a Ck manifoldM, possibly
withboundary,whichis a G-spacein such a waythatthe actionc': G X M -*> _I
is a Ckmap, so in particulareach operationof G on M is a Ck diffeomorphism.
If M is compactand withoutboundarywe call it a closed CkCG-manifold.
In particularwe regard G itselfas a closed C- G-manifoldwith the natural
left translationaction.
If M is a CkCmanifoldwe denoteby (1k ( G,M) the space of Ck actions
of G on M and by Diffk(M) the group of Ck diffeomorphisms
of M, both
with the Ck topology. There is a natural (right) action of Diffk
(M) on
ak (G, M), (fi,c) s--,f, where af (g, x) = f-l (g, fx). This action is easily
scen to be continuous. Note that f is equivariantfromM with the action af
to M with the action a. If M1 and M2 are Ck G-manifoldswe denote by
Ck(M1,M2) the space of C7Cmaps of M1 to M112with the Ck topologyand by
CGk(M1,M2M)the subspace of equivariantmaps. We note that Ck(M1,112)
is in a naturalway a G-space;namelyif f C Ck(M1,M2) thengfC Ck(M1,M2)
is definedby (gf) (x) =g(f(g-1x)), and CG7k(Ml,M2) is just the set of
f C Ck(MI, M2) left fixedby each operationof G. If M is a Ck G-manifold
and W is a linear G-space then C7U(M, W) is a Frechet G-module. In
particularif TVis any finitedimensionalvectorspace we can regardit as a
linear G-space by letting G act triviallyand Ck(31,W) becomes a Frechet
G-module,the actionof g E G on f E CU(M,W) beinggivenby (gf)(x) = f(g-1x).
In particularCk(M) - Ck(M, R) is a Frechet G-moduleand more particularly still Ck(G) is a Fr6echetG-module.
The followingis a classical and trivial remark ("averaging over the
group").
1. 1. THEOREM. If V is a Frechet G-modulethen A: Vl-* V defined
by A (v) = fgv4 (g), where,u is normalizedHaar measureon G, is a continuous linear projection of V onto the subspace VG of V consistingof
elementsleftfixedby each operationof G.
As a corollarywe have:
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1. 2. THEOREM. If M is a Ck G-manifoldand W is a linear G-space
thenA: Ck(M,W) ->OCl(M,W) definedby (Af)(x) =fg(f(g-1x))dju(g) is
a continuouslinear projectiononto CGk(M, W).
1. 3. COROLLARY.

CGk(M,

W) is dense 'in CGZ(M11,
W) for O?_?I_.

Proof. Given fE CGI(M, W) choose a sequence {fn} in CUf(M,W) convergingto f in CU(M,W). Then {Afn} is a sequence in CGk(M, W) convergingto Af-==fin CGt(M,W).
Q.E.D.
For each Frechet G-module V we definea continuousbilinear map
(f,v) b > f*v of C?(G) X V into V by (f*v) (x)
ff(g)gvd/l(g). It is
trivial that for fixedvC 1Vf 1 f v is a continuous,linear and equivariant
(i.e. (gf)*v g(f*v)) map of CO(G) into V and v is in the closureof its
image (in fact if {fn} is a sequence in C?(G) of positivefunctionswith
integral one whose supports shrink to the identity,then fn*v- v). An
elementof a FrechetG-moduleV is called almostinvariantif its orbitspans
a finitedimensionalsubspace of V. From the equivarianceof f e-f*v it
followsthat if f C CO(G) is almost invariantin CO(G) then f*v is almost
invariantin V. Accordingto the Peter-WeylTheorem[1] the almostinvariant elementsof C?(G) are dense,so since f & > f v is continuousand has v
in its closurewe can findalmost invariantf,,,
in CO(G) such that f*v ---v.
Since each f.j*vis almostinvariantin V thisprovesthefollowingclassicalfact:
-

1. 4. THEOREM. In any Frechet G-module V the almost invariant
elementsare dense.
2. The Ck equivariant embedding theorem. The followingtheorem
is proved in [6], and [7] for the cases k == 1 and kI-=oo respectively, While
either proof extends easily enough to the case of general kcwe give here the
appropriate generalization of Mostow's proof, which is the easier.

2. 1. THEOREM. If M is a compactCk G-manif
old with1 ? Ik? 00 then
thereexistsan equivariant 'c embeddingof M in some Euclidean G-space.
Proof. Let W be a Euclidean space in whichM admitsa Ck embedding
(e. g. R2 +', n = dim111), regardingas a Euclidean G-space by letting G
act trivially. Since the space of embeddings of M in W is open in the Frechet
G-moduleCk(M, W) we can by Theorem1. 4 finda Ok embeddingfi:M - W
with f almost invariant in Ck(111,W). Let U be the linear span of the orbit
of f in Ck (11, W), a finite dimensional invariant linear subspace of Ck(M, W)

and hence a linear G-space. Choose a G-invariantpositivedefiniteproduct
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for U, makingU a Euclidean G-space. By a changeof scale we can assume
f- f, is a unit vectorand we extend f, to an orthonormalbasis for U;
* nfin. For g C G gfi==
aij(g) fj where,since G acts orthogonallyon
flU and the fi are orthonormal,
aij(g-1) = aj1(g). Now U 0 W is a Euclidean
G-space (the action of G being definedby g(um?w) ==(gu) 'O w) and we
will definea Ck equivariantembeddingF: M-> U 0W.
Every elementof U 0 W can be writtenuniquely as
f1?1?F 8l+

for Wv,*

, Wmin

+fm 0Wm87

W, i. e. the choiceof basis ft,*

, fm

for U identifies

U?8 W with the direct sum of m copies of W. Define F: M- U0W by
of F is
? fm?f.n(x).
Since the firstcomponent
F'(x) =-f10f1(x) + - *+
-the Ck embeddingfi:M W, a fortioriF is a Ck embeddingof M in U 0 W
so it remainsonly to show that F is equivariant. But
F (gx) =

i

fi? fi(gx)

E ft0
i

j

j

=

i

,a1j(g-1)f (x)

i

= (gfj) ?3fj(x)-g
i

(g'lft) (x)

,fi

gF (x).

, fj0 fj(x)

i

Q.E.D.

3. The tubular neighborhoodtheorem. Let 7r:$-M

be a C' vector

bundle. If both t and q are Ck G-manifolds,?r is equivariant,and each
operationof G on t is a bundle map (i. e. g maps &, linearlyonto tg$) then
we call t a Ck-vectorbundle. Given a linear G-space V the CO manifold
GUrn(V)(the Grassmannianof m dimensionallinear subspacesof V) is in an
obviousand natural way a C? G-space. There is moreovera natural vector
) 74V- { (v, W) C V X GU((V) I v E W}, the projection
bundle jmvover GU(V),
course
of
(v,W) > W. If we defineg (v, W)
being
(gv,gW) thenemv
becomesa CO G-vectorbundle.
=

If 7r: - M is a Ck G-vectorbundle,N a Ok G-manifold,and fi:N -> M
is a Pk equivariantmap thenthe inducedvectorbundlef*e overN is clearly
a CkG-vectorbundle (recall that f*e= { (x, v) C N X 4 I fx= 7rv}the action
of G on f*e is just the restrictionof the "product" action on N X t).
If M is a Ck G-manifold(k ? 1) and fi:M -* V is a Ck equivariant
Ic)
immersion
of M in a linear G-spaceV thena CUG-normalbundleto f ( ? 7
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is a Cl G-vector
bundlev overM of the formn
v = h*6_V(m dimV1- dimMLL)
where h: M-> Gm(V) is a CU equivariantmap such that for each x C M
h (x) = v$, is a linear complement
to im(Df$,). We notethat such an f always
has a Cki1G-normalbundle: namelygive V a G-invariantpositivedefinite
inner product (i. e. the structureof an orthogonal G-space) and define
h: M
GUm(GV)
by h(x) - (im(Df))I.
We shall see shortlythat indeed f
has a Ck G-normalbundle.
Assumenow that 1 < I _ k and that 7r: v-*M is a CI G-normalbundle
to the Ck G-equivariantembeddingfi:M -> V. IdentifyM with its image
under f and also with the zero section of v and define E: v-- V by
E(w) =r(w) + w. Then E is clearly an equivariant CI map and it is
classical that if OM= 0 then E maps a neighborhoodN of M in v diffeo" U of M in V. If we define
morphicallyonto a " tubular neighborhood
(El N)-' then 7r is a Ca equivariantretractionof U
7: U--M by r=?r
onto Mi and we call -r: U-llM the Cl G-tubularneighborhoodof M defined
by v.

3. 1. PROPOSITION. Let M be a CUG-manifold
withoutboundary(k ? 1)
which admits a Ck equivariantembeddingin a linear G-space V with a c
G-normalbundle v. If M' is a compact Ck G-manifoldthen there is a
neighborhood00 of CG?(M', M) in CO(M', M) and a continuousretraction
Ao: 60
CGG(1M1',
M) such that for 0? r ?k Ao restrictsto a continuous
retractionAr: ,r - CGr(M', M) tvhere0r 00 n Cr(MI,M).
Proof. Let 0=
{fC CO(M', V)I imf C U} where 7r: U-*M is a Ck
G-tubularneighborhoodof M definedby v as above. Note that CO(M', M)
C CO(M', V) so we can define0o= {f C CO(M', M) I Af C 6o} where
A: CO(M', V) -CG (M',

V)

is the continuouslinear projectionof Theorem 1. 2. Since f0 is open in
CO(M', V), 00 is open in CO(M', M). Moreoverif f CCG?(M', M) thenAf=f
and so im(Af)im
f C M C U so f O/, i. e. 0, is a neighborhoodof
We define Ao:o 0-- CGO(M', M) by jo (f)
C0G (M', M).
7ro(Af).
Since

A restricts to a continuous linear projection Ar: Cr (M, V) -> CGr (M', V)
for 0?r?ck
by Theorem 1.2 and since 7r: U->M is an equivariant Ck

retractionthe propositionfollows.

3. 2. COROLLARY. For 0 ? r ?< k

Q. E. D.
CGk(M',

M) is dense in CG"(M', M).

Proof. Given f E CG r(M'M) choose a sequence {ff} in Ck(Ml',Al)
convergingto f in Cr(M', M). Since 6r is a neighborhood
of f in Cr (711', M)
we can supposeall f,,are in 6r. Then 7bf,E CGk(Al',lM) and
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Akfn-Arfn

3.3.

-Arf=

fD

Q. E. D.

withoutboundarythenr
PROPOSITION.If M is a C? G-Umanifold

- U Mn where Mn is an open invariantsubmanifoldof M, M.nC Mn+,,
n=1

and each i1n is a compactCoo G-manifoldwith boundary.
Proof. Let f: M - R be a C? propermap of M onto the positivereals
and let f(x)
J
ff(gx)dg, so f: ]JI->R is an invariant C00 map. Given
c > 0 Gf-1([0,c]) - X is compact and if x / X then clearly f(x) > c, so
fr1([O,c]) CX and so 7 is a propermap. Let Mn
-L1([0c1n]) where {cn}
is a sequenceof regularvalues of 7 with cn-->co monotonically. Q. E. D.
THEOREM. If M is a C0? G-manifoldwithoutboundarythen for
any compactCk G-manifoldM' CGk(M',M) is densein CGr(M1'M), 0 ? r ? k.
3.4.

Proof. Represent M as

f(M')

00

U Mn as in 3.3.

n=1

If fc CO(M',M) then

C Mnfor some n since M' is compact, i. e. CGr(M', M) -

U CGr(M, Mn),

so it will sufficeto show that CGk(MI, Mn) is dense in CGr(M', Mn) for all n,
or equivalentlywe can assume that M is the interiorof a compact C0? GmanifoldSI-,possiblywithboundary. But thenby Theorem2. 1 M admitsa
Coo equivariantembeddingf: M--1 V in a Euclidean G-space V (indeed M
is a C00 equivariant map g: M
does) and x 1-- im(Df,)I
Gm(7V) where
m dim V1- dim M, so g* (4mV) is a C0? G-normal bundle to f and the
Theoremfollowsfrom3. 2.
Q. E. D.
=

3. 5. TUBULAR NEIGHBORHOODTHEOREM. If M is a compact Ck Gmanifold,k_I>, and f: M- V1is a Ck equivariantembeddingon a linear
G-space V then f admits a Ck G-normalbundle and hence if OM 0 then
f(M) admitsa Ck G-tubularneighborhood
in V -i: U--f(M).
=

Proof. We can assume V is a Euclidean G-space and we define
f: M >Gm (V), m - dimV-dim M, by g (x) im(Df) -, so
g ECGk-1 (M, G.

(V))

Since Gm(7V)is a C00 G-manifold,
by 3. 4 we can approximateg arbitrarily
well
in CG"k1
(M, G, (V)) by h COGk7(M,V). But clearlyif h is sufficiently
close
to g in the CO-topology
then h(x) like g (x) will for each x C M be a linear
complementto im(Df,) in V. Then h*(4mV) is a Ck G-normalbundle to fF
Q. E. D.

COMPACT
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Fiberwise transversality.

4. 1.

Let ?r1: E1 -- M, and 7r2: E2 -* M2 be two Ck fiber
bundles,k > 1, and let G2 be a Uk sub-bundleof E2. A Ck map f: E1 -* Ea
Definition.

will be called fiber-wise
transversalto G2 if for each x C M1 f j (E1)_ is transversal to G2.
4. 2.

PROPOSITION. Given ?r,: E, -- M,, ?r2: E2 -* M2 and G2 as in 4. 1

withE1 compact,the set of Ck maps f: E1,-E2
versalto G2 is open in the Cl topology.

which are fiber-wise
trans-

Proof. Obvious.
4.3. LEMMA. Let 7r:E -M be a Ck fiberbundle k_>1 and let G
be a compactOk submanifoldof E with OG= 0. A necessaryand sufficient
conditionfor G to be a Ck sub-bundleof E (i. e. for 7r r I G: G--*M to be
a Uk fiber bundle) is that for each x C M GQ G n E. be a submanifoldof
G of codimensionequal to the dimensionof M.
Proof. Necessityis trivial. To provesufficiency
it is enoughby a wellknowntheoremof Ehressman[2] to checkthat whenthe conditionis satisfied
7r: G -- M is a submersion,
i. e. that for each y E G (D4r)y: TGy-* TM, has
rank equal to dimM. Now rank(D7r)? dimG-dim(ker(Di) .). Since 7r
is a fiberingker(D7r)g= T(E,) . and since (D*r) == (Dir)y,I (TG) y,
ker(D7r)y

ker(D*r),

n (TG)y== T(Ex)y n (TG)y,

T(E$f n G)y,

so rank(D7r)y= dimG -dim G,= codimG, in G= dimM.
4. 4.

THEOREM.

Let 7r1: E1

T(Gx)y,

Q. E. D.

M2 be two Ck fiber
bundles.
kI> 1, and let G2 be a Ck sub-bundleof E2. AssumeE1 is compact,OM1= 0,
and OG2= 0. Let f: E1 -* E2 be a Ck map which is fiber-wisetransversal
M1, 7T2: E,

-*

to G2 withf(aE1) n G2==0. Then G1=f-1(G2) is a Ck sub-bundleof E1,
= 0, and the fibercodimension
G5G1
of G1 in E1 equals the fibercodimension
of G2 in E2.
Proof. Since f is fiber-wise
transversalto G2 it is a fortioritransversal
to G2 and hence G1 f-1(G2) is a compact Ck submanifoldof E1 of codimensionequal to the codimensionof G2 in E2, and OG1 (f I aE1)-1G2
= 0.
Putting (G1) =-- (f I (E1) )-1G2==G1n (E1)2,, (G1) is a submanifoldof
(El)x of codimensionequal to the codimensionof G2 in E2 which,since G2
is a sub-bundleof E2 is the same as the fibercodimensionof G2 in E2. Now
since dimE -dim G = dim(El) -dim (G,1)x dimE2- dimG2 it follows
=

756

that dimG- dim(G1)
pletes the proof.
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dim(E,)

dimM, and Lemma 4. 3 comQ. E. D.

4.5. THEOREM.
Let irl: E1--M1 and 7r,2:E2,-M2 and G2 be as in
Theorem4.4 and let ft: E1l-- E2 be a homotopyof Ck maps with each ft
fiberwisetransversalto G2 and all ft(aEi) n G2 empty. Then f0-1(G2) and
f-1 (G2) are Ck equivalentsub-bundlesof E1 and in particularfor each x c M1
theirfibersat x are Ok diffeomorphic.

Proof. Let S' denote [0, 1] with 0 and 1 identified. It will sufficeto
constructa Ok fiberbundle over S1 X Ml1which restrictedto {0} X Ml1 is
f1 (G2) and restrictedto {I} X Ml1 is f-1
(G2) (because bundles over
[0, 2j] X<M are always of the form [0, 2] X B for some bundle over M11).
By 4. 2 we can approximateft so that (t, x) - ft(x) is Ck withoutchanging
fo or f1and maintainingthe othergivenconditions. By a standardargument
we can also suppose that ft== fo for 0 c t <e and ft==f for 1 -E?t
1.
Defineht- f2tfor0 c t c I and ht f2-2t
for- c t c 1. Then (t,x) > ht(x)
is a Oc map of S' X El E2 and if we regard S' X E1 and S1 X E2 as Okfiber
bundles over S' X M1 and S' X M2 respectivelythen H: Si X E1 > S1 X E2
definedby (t, x) -> (t, ht(x) ) is clearlyfiber-wise
transversalto S1 X G2 and
H(O(S' XEl)) rSX G2==0 so by 4.4 H-1(S'XG2) is a Ck sub-bundle
of S1 X E1. Clearly H-1(S' X G2) I {t} X M1 is just ht-1(G2) so taking
t ==0, 2 respectively
we get fo1(G2) and fl-1(G2) respectivelyas desired.
Q. E. D.
311,
4.6. COROLLARY.Let 7rl:E1 M
r2: E2 > M2, G and f be as in
Theorem4.4 and in additionassume that E1 is compact. Then thereis a
neighborhoodU of f in Ck(E1,E2), whichis in fact open in the C1 topology,
such that for all hC U, h-1(G2) is a Ck sub-bundleof E1 whichis Uk equivalentto f-1
( G2).

Proof. There is a CD neighborhood
of f in Ck(El, E2) say UO such that
for all h E UO h(OE,) n G2 0. There is a C1 neighborhoodU1 of f by
4. 2 such that h is fiberwise
transversalto G2for all h E U1. Now Ck(El, E2)
is locallycontractible
in the C1 topologyso we can take for U any contractible
(or evenpathwiseconnected)C1-neighborhood
of f in UOn U1.
Q. E. D.
4. 7. THEOREM. Let 7rl: E1l-- M1 and 7r2: E2 k > 1, with cormpact
total spaces and OM1=OM, 0.

2

be

Ck

fiber bundles,

Let fo: E1 - >E2 be a
Ok map which maps each fiberof El di,ffeomorphically
onto a fiberof E2.
If r is any Ck sectionof E2 with r n &E2=- 0 thenthereis a neighborhoodU
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of fo in Ck(E,,E2), whichin fact is open in the Cl topology,such that for
everyf E U, frl(u) is a Ok section of E1 disjoint from 8E1. Moreoverthe
map f '- f-1(a) is continuousfrom U C Ck(El, E2) into the space Ck(El)
of Ck sectionsof E1 with the Ck topology.
= o.
Proof. In 4. 6 take G2Since fo maps each fiberof E1 diffeomorphicallyonto a fiberof E2 it is clear that fo is fiberwisetransversalto o-,and
hence ro= fo-l(a) is a Ck sub-bundleof E1 of fiberdimensionzero, and in
fact sincefo(El) , meetscrin exactlyone point,a0 is a sectionof El. It now
followsfrom4. 6 that f-1(a) is also a Ck sub-bundleof E, withfibera point,
i. e. a Ck section of E,, if f E Ck(El, E2) is sufficiently
near fo in the Cl
topology. It remainsonly to show the continuityof f t- f-l(a) as a map
of U into Ck(El).
Since M, is compactit will sufficeto show that if f,,-> f
then fj-i(g) I W fr(a) I W in the Ck topologyin some neighborhoodW
of each point of x C Ml. We can choosecoordinatesin E2 near a(x) so that
E2 is identified with Rk X Rm, 7r2 with the projection Rk X Rm-> Rm and a
with Rk X {O}. Then choosingcoordinatesnear uo(x) in E1 so that E1 is
locallyRn X Rm,7ri is the projectionRn X Rm-* Rn and ro7 is Rn X {O}, fo is
given locally by a map (x,y) '- (go(x), ho(x,y)) of Rn XRm*Rk X Rm
with go(O) ==O, ho(O,O) =- and y-h (O, y) a local Ck diffeomorphism
of one neighborhood
of 0 in Rmonto another. Givenf: Rn X Rm-* Rk X Rm
near fo,say f(x,y) = (g(x,y),h(x,y)), f-1(a) is representedas the unique
Ck map Orf:
Rn-* Rm near zero which solves the equation h(x, of(x)) = 0.
By the implicit functiontheoremgf and its derivativesthroughorder k
dependcontinuouson h and its derivativesthroughorderk, whichin turn of
coursedependcontinuouslyon f in the Ck topology.
Q. E. D.

5. Proofsof TheoremsA, B, and C. The secondconclusionof Theorem
A is just Theorem3. 4. The firstconclusionis an immediateconsequenceof
the second since the space DiffI(Mi, M2) of Cl diffeomorphisms
of M1 with
M2 is open in CO(Mil,M2), and hence if we approximatea C' equivariant
diffeomorphism
fi: /1
lkf 2 well enough (in Cl (M1, 112) ) by g C COGk(Ml,
M2)
then g will be a Ck equivariantdiffeomorphism
of M, with M2. This completes the proofof TheoremA.
Now let M0obe a closed Ck manifoldand let A: Mo-> V be a CG embeddingof Mo in someEuclidean space. Let ir: v- MObe Ck normalbundle
to A and ve the E-discsub-bundleof v. As usual we identifyMOwith A(MO)
and with the zero sectionof v, and for E small enough we identifyv, with
the E-tubularneighborhood
of MO it defines,namelyits image under the map
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r(v) +fv. Let k- dimV -dim M and let ekV(E) denote the E-disc
bundle of the vector bundle &V-* Gk(V).
Define fo: ve -->V (e) by
(v, v(v) ) (the Thom-Pontryagin
map) so that clearlyforeach x c M0
fo(v)
onto the fiberof ekV (E) over v,. If a is the
fo maps v,,(E) diffeomorphically
zero section ekv then fo-l(a)= Mo. Now by 4. 7 if fl: v(E) -> ekV(E) is a
Ck map sufficiently
close to fo in the C1 topologythen M1, f,1(l
(a) is a Ck
sectionof v and henceir M1: M1-> Mo is a Ck diffeomorphism.
In particular
if we approximatefoby a CO f,, relativeto the natural CO structurefor ekV
and that forv(E) inheritedfromV, then M1 will be a CU submanifoldof V
ontoMo by 7r.
mapped Ck diffeomorphically
Now suppose Mo is a Ck G-manifold. Then by Theorem 2. 1 we can
in a Euclidean G-space V
supposeA is an equivariantUk embeddingof JMO
and by 3. 5 we can suppose 7ro:v-- Mo is a Ck G-normalbundle to A in V
so that v(E) is a Ck G-tubularneighborhood.Finally since fo is clearlyequivariantwe can by Theorem3. 4 assumethat our approximating
f,: v(E) -* ekv(E)
Then
is
is equivariant.
M1 clearlya invariantCO submanifoldof V, hence
a C? G-manifold,and -x M1 is of course equivariant. This completesthe
proofof TheoremB and we pass now to the proofof TheoremC.
Let M be any closed CU manifold,ao C
E
(G, M) and denoteby Mo the
resultingCk G-manifold. Accordingto Theorem B we can choose a CG-manifoldM1 for which there exists a Ck equivariant diffeomorphism
y: M1L- Mo. If al ca (G, M1) is the givenactionof G on M1 thenof course
a=o ca,-1 i.e. ao(g,x) =ycq(g,y-1x). Given fJEDiffk(M) we have
v i->

=

J

J

==a

and

af=l'y2-'-=o.

l(Y)

C Q'2k(G,M),
Clearly

cz(g,x) =-fyc2i(g,y7-frx)

f 1->l(fY)-1

is continuous

from Diffk(M)

Ck (G, M) so in particularif f -> e in Diffk
(M) thenal(t )--

to

ao in C(GUM).
Thus to completethe proofof TheoremC it will suffice
to findf C Diffk
(M)
arbitrarilyclose to the identitysuch that , (fy)1 C a (G, M). But since
a, E a? (GUM) it is clear thatiffy: M1- M is CU, and hence (fy) : M-*M
is C-, then jf'Y)-1 Ea
C
(G, M). Now Diff- (M1lM) is dense in Diffk(Mi,M2),
so there exists g E Diff-(Mp,M) arbitrarilynear y in Diffk
(M1,iM). Then
f gy-l is arbitrarilynear the identityin Diff4(M,l M2) and fy= g is C-.
=

Q.E.D.
5. 1. THEOREM.
If M is a closed Ck G-manifold,k > 1, and M' is any
compactCk G-manifold,
thenCOG(M',M) is densein CGr(M',M) for0 < r ? k.
Proof. By TheoremB we can give M a CU structurewhichmakes it a
C,- G-manifold,
and the theoremthenfollowsfrom3. 4.
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if there is no
Definition. A Ck manifoldM is called Uk-asymmetric
non-trivialCO-action
of any compactconnectedLie groupon M, or equivalently
if thereis no effective
Uk action of the circle group SI on M11.
Let M be a closedC? manifoldand let 1 ? I < k 0oo.
5. 2. THEOREM.
If M is Ck-asymmetric
then M is Cl-asymmetric.
Proof. ImmediatefromTheoremC.
It would be interestingto knowwhetherwe can take I 0 in Theorem
5. 2. In particularin a paper to appear Atiyahand Hirzebruchhave shown
that if M is a closed,orientable4k dimensionalmanifoldwith w2(M) = O,
thenM is CU-asymmetric
(hence CO-asymmetric)
providedthe A-genusof M
(a topologicalinvariant!) is non-zero. It would be quite remarkableif such
M could admit non-trivialCO-circleactions.*
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY.
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